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ACCESS MANAGEMENT WITH SELF-SOVEREIGN
IDENTITY
- Passing on access rights is effectively prevented
- Accelerated assignment of authorizations
- User-friendly handling
- Data with personal reference remains with the owner
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ACCESS RIGHTS VIA SSI
Companies assign physical access and digital access rights through internal access management. However, conventional systems for accreditation are problematic. Typically, access to a building is gained using non-verified
identities, creating a security risk. Digital access rights also pose a risk, as it remains unclear whether the user
is really the person authorized to access the building. In addition to security concerns, administration as well as
control are costly, time-consuming and not very user-friendly. Conventional access management is therefore no
longer up to date and is increasingly being put to the test.
myEGO is aware of this problem and is therefore integrating self-sovereign identity into its access management.
For myEGO, the focus is on 1. security with the help of myEGO‘s SSI platform, 2. the optimization of internal company processes, and 3. the harmonization of user-friendliness and security.
Which approaches do we present?
1. security through blockchain technology and private wallet
2. optimization of internal company processes
3. security and user-friendliness in harmony
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1. security through blockchain technology and private wallet.
In conventional access management, identities have to be legitimized and access authorizations issued in a
time-consuming process. This procedure is gone through by new employees as well as external guests in order
for them to receive access rights. Organizers of trade shows and events also follow this conventional and timeconsuming approach to access management. However, the risk of access rights being passed on or lost exists
at all times.
This is where Self-Sovereign Identity comes in, making access management more efficient and secure by linking
access rights with self-managed identities. Verification of a great deal of personal information no longer takes
place within the company or by the event organizers themselves. New employees, guests or visitors to events
and trade fairs provide already legitimized certificates that are stored tamper-proof in a central blockchain. Legitimation was carried out in advance by independent third parties such as banks or authorities.
Linking rights and digital identity
In the next step, the Self-Sovereign Identity enables the storage of credentials in the private wallet of the person
authorized to access the data. These access rights are linked to the digital identity, which is managed by the
user himself - disclosure to third parties is excluded. Companies can thus be sure that the owner and the authorized person are identical. The combination of self-sovereign identity and access management is possible wherever
personal identifiers are used and can therefore also be used for digital access rights.
More information about the Use Case?
Access management with Self-Sovereign Identity offers companies numerous advantages, which myEGO has
compiled for you in a white paper. The user-centric solution options provided by myEGO‘s SSI platform can be
easily integrated into existing corporate structures and processes.

2. optimization of internal company processes.
Further arguments for implementing SSI in access management are the reduction of redundancy and the elimination of bureaucratic structures. Verification processes are lengthy and require significant human resources. An SSI
platform speeds up the assignment of authorizations, enables automatic processing and simplifies the revocation
of access rights. The event industry in particular benefits from SSI-supported account management. Similar to the
accreditation process for air travel, users can check in online themselves and submit the necessary data. Nontransferable tickets are thus assigned to a unique identity and disclosure is effectively prevented.
The pandemic caused by the coronavirus has revealed further benefits of self-sovereign identity in conjunction with access management. Test or vaccination certificates are sensitive personal data that require special
protection. It is better to leave this information with its owner. With the help of a self-check-in, the owner only
transfers the legitimized certificates from the blockchain. At the same time, necessary identity and contact data
are recorded to make it easier to trace subsequent contact paths. In this way, the administrative effort for event
organizers is significantly reduced and creates data security for visitors.
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3. security and user-friendliness in harmony
Self-sovereign identity enables companies to quickly identify authorized persons and provide them with the necessary authorizations in an unbureaucratic manner. These can be granted temporarily and revoked at any time.
This benefits companies with a high fluctuation of (external) employees or guests. In addition, since personal
data remains with the user, personal rights are preserved and trust is created. Sectors such as the hospitality
industry, which depend on granting access authorizations to guests, benefit in particular from the user-friendly
structures of access management with self-sovereign identity.

Examples
Room access control:

Hotel Software:

1.an authorized person verifies his or her identity

1. a hotel guest provides online verified identity

using legitimate certificates.

data and information about vaccination status or

2.access authorization is linked to verified identity

test proof.

data and stored in a private wallet on the myEGO

2. the guest is registered in the system and the

SSI platform.

registration slip can be easily created with the

3. the access authorization cannot be passed on

verified data.

thanks to the link to the identity, and it can be revo-

3. the room access permit will be stored in the

ked at any time.

guest‘s private wallet and will have an expiration
date.
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The Challenges
One of the biggest challenges in dealing with the processes is the recurring question: Can the user be assigned?
Is this user the person he claims to be?
At myEGO, we attach great importance to finding crystal-clear answers to each of these questions. We achieve
this with detailed requirement profiles in the use cases and a high-end solution for encrypted data exchange. Because data without a connection to the person is only half the battle. Pseudonyms are not enough, and without
a clear link between data and a concrete identity, the system is not complete. Today, the focus is on the 100%
authentic person. Protecting them while offering them the broadest possible range of opportunities: That is our
incentive and goal.
Self-Sovereign Identity: myEGO‘s platform solution
Driven by the vision that everyone should be the owner of their data in the digital space, we have developed
our products and services on the Self-Sovereign Identity or SSI model. SSI means that everyone can control the
ownership of their data and determine to whom and what information should be shared with third parties. There
are also increasing calls from the government side for a more user-centric online society, for technologies that put
people back at the center and give them sovereignty over their data, their Identity, once again.
„In the decentralized identity paradigm, the idea is to put the user at the center of the framework and so remove
the need for these third parties.“ (EU Blockchain Forum)
This philosophy is reflected in all of our services - we develop and design fully user-centric, easy-to-use, and most
importantly, sustainable products and accompany and advise companies on the topic of digital transformation.
myEGO enables companies and people to quickly and securely exchange unique data combinations. We thereby bring flexibility to all types of digital transactions while ensuring a positive user experience. In addition, the
myEGO platform also enables simplify other services, such as credit checks. The use of blockchain technology,
a decentralized information system, is ensured that the data cannot be manipulated and can therefore be used
for digital identifications.
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The Ego Company GmbH
Thank you for taking the time to read this whitepaper. We at myEGO are thrilled to work with you. Please do not hesitate to contact
us if you have any questions.

Pappelallee 78/79
10437 Berlin
hi@myego2go.de
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